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Abstract

Nutrition education theories support the use of videos to help individuals take steps towards changing their behavior. The purpose of NOURISH (Nutrition Outreach to Undergrads in Sports Science and Health Professions) is to develop a multimedia, theory-based nutrition website for students preparing for careers in medicine and sports science. Research has shown that nutrition knowledge and resources are often limited for students pursuing careers in sports medicine or medicine. NOURISH was a collaboration with Kean University’s graphic design team to develop interactive review questions and a brief video to help students learn about pre-exercise hydration guidelines using the multimedia learning theory and the social cognitive theory.

A short questionnaire was sent to faculty members to provide a formative evaluation of the usefulness of the video and website content. Faculty members (n=5) reported that the video would be helpful in facilitating student understanding of pre-exercise hydration guidelines, that the knowledge questions were very helpful in reviewing content and that the logo and colors would be helpful in capturing viewer attention. Based on this feedback, additional edits were made to improve video clarity, as well as to update the logo and colors for future pilot testing. Developing theory-based, multi-media nutrition education tools may be an effective strategy for providing university faculty with resources that are perceived as likely to capture the attention of students and improve retention of nutrition content.
Introduction

Research suggests that there may be a lack of nutrition knowledge among undergraduate students preparing for careers in sports science (Torres-McGehee et al., 2012) or medicine (Vetter et al., 2008; Crowley et al., 2014). Developing nutrition videos that integrate words, pictures, and interactive experiences simultaneously, help to maximize learning (Brame, 2016). Nutrition videos are a quick, free tool for undergraduate students to obtain more nutrition knowledge in key areas such as carbohydrates, pre- and post-exercise hydration, weight loss, fats, serving sizes, and micronutrients without having to pay for additional coursework. Self-test questions at the end of each video help to reinforce core content from the video and allow students to gauge how much they have learned from viewing the videos (Mayer, 2008).

Social cognitive theory suggests that a learner is more apt to perform a new behavior after watching others succeed (Bandura, 2004). Videos can enhance learning using images that facilitate behavior change and self-practice activities. Based on prior research (Ramsay, 2012), effective theory-based nutrition videos use real scenarios and settings, provide short segments and simple messages, convey a skill-in-action and are developed so that viewers can conceptualize the information and use it in daily life. According to multimedia learning theory (Mayer, 2008), videos can be made more effective by including text/audio and pictures/images together. Working memory has both a visual/pictorial channel and an auditory/verbal processing channel (Mayer, 2008; Mayer, 2010). Although each channel has limited capacity, the use of the two channels can facilitate the integration of new information into existing cognitive structures. The channel refers to the brain or multimedia designs. Thus, design strategies that manage the cognitive load for both channels in multimedia learning materials promise to enhance learning. For example, relevant words presented in a real-world setting should accompany the images for the readers to engage their verbal working (short-term) memory (Mayer, 2008). Lessons can be
broken into self-paced segments to help learners process a manageable amount of content at a
time, and redundant material (similar material that has been used repeatedly) should be edited
to reduce extraneous cognitive processing (Mayer, 2008). Lastly, verbal and pictorial
information should build upon the viewer’s prior knowledge to maximize learning (Mayer, 2008).
The theories were utilized to all the videos for improved coherence and contiguity and to
highlight essential material.

The purpose of Project NOURISH (Nutrition Outreach for Undergraduates in Sports
Science and Health) was to create a brief online nutrition video series and interactive website
that incorporated effective e-learning strategies as a resource for students preparing for careers
in sports science and medicine (https://projectnourish.github.io/). The present study describes
pilot testing of the initial, formative evaluation for the first video in the series, which focused on
pre-exercise hydration. The topic was chosen based on prior research in the field identifying
this as an area of confusion for many sports science and health professionals (Shirreffs et al.,
2004; Torres-McGehee et al., 2012). Guided by best practices in the design of nutrition and
health education videos and multimedia content (Ramsay et al., 2012; Mayer, 2008), the
NOURISH videos incorporated real scenarios in a familiar setting (university campus), were
brief, and presented simple messages. The videos were 5 minutes long. Based on the research
conducted by Ramsay et al (2012), effective theory-based nutrition videos, which are the type of
videos used in the project NOURISH, implemented learning strategies such as: using real
scenarios, providing short segments and simple messages, conveying a skill-in-action so
participants can relate to those settings, and supporting participants' abilities to conceptualize
the information and practice using it by developing “test your knowledge” interactive review
questions.
Methods

The project was deemed exempt by the Kean University Institutional Review Board. A recruitment email was sent out to faculty members who were currently teaching courses for students in the health and sports science fields (e.g., athletic training, exercise science, or human biology). Interested faculty clicked on the link provided and reviewed the informed consent. The videos were designed and developed by reviewing current literature on pre-exercise hydration in PubMed during Fall 2016. The research conducted by Ramsay et al. (2012) served as a model for this research. Ramsay et al. presented six different characteristics of nutrition education videos that support learning and motivation to learn. Ramsay et al. found that using videos in nutrition education programs help aid in learning. A brief video on hydration was filmed to portray students following pre-exercise hydration recommendations. Kean’s graphic design team developed interactive review questions and a project identity to reinforce the video content and improve the student learning experience.

Five faculty members in the health/science disciplines viewed the pre-exercise hydration video and completed a brief survey in Qualtrics, designed based on previous research (Ramsay et al., 2012), to share feedback about design flaws and the usefulness of the graphic design elements present in the video, as well as to provide a faculty perspective on the content and features they believed would best support student learning. The responses were anonymous. Based on the feedback from the online survey, the faculty found the video and website helpful in reinforcing the student learning experience.
Results

Faculty found the video and website helpful in reinforcing the student learning experience. The “test your knowledge” interactive review questions at the end of the video and summary tables were perceived as enhancing the video’s effectiveness while helping students review/retain key information. Scores were lowest for perceived ability of the logo to capture students’ attention (Table 1). Written suggestions included recording sections of the video again to improve sound quality. After gathering feedback from faculty, a theory-based approach was applied to edit all of the videos for improved coherence and contiguity and to highlight essential material (Mayer, 2008). Adjustments included updating the NOURISH logo with consistent colors and font so that the design supported the project’s identity, rewriting scripts to improve clarity, re-recording parts of the video to improve sound quality and modifying graphic design elements including color and font to better highlight important information and create a visual hierarchy. The visual hierarchy is the order of how a user processes information on a page. This can include adjusting the color, typography, contrast, spacing, composition and scale. These are great tools to add accent to certain parts of the design.

Table 1.
Formative Evaluation of Design Elements in Nutrition Video

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey Questions</th>
<th>Mean Scores</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video helps students understand pre-exercise hydration guidelines?</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge questions review content?</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logo will capture attention?</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colors will capture attention?</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary tables reinforce content?</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. Responses were scored on a scale of 1 (not likely/helpful at all) to 5 (extremely helpful) and space was given for comments*
Figure 1
Original NOURISH Logo

Note. Before using theory-based approach for NOURISH Logo

Figure 2
Revised NOURISH Logo

Note. After using theory-based approach for NOURISH Logo.

Discussion

Although use of theory-based videos in nutrition education has increased (Ramsay et al., 2012), there is limited research on their use among college students in the health profession field and on faculty perceptions of the features that would make the videos most helpful as teaching aids in the classroom. The use of cognitive multimedia theory (CMT) can be helpful when making brief nutrition videos to be used as teaching tools for students. Using videos helps people to learn more deeply by using words, pictures, and interactive experiences together. The principles of CMT may help to reduce extra content to make videos more effective (Mayer, 2008). This theory has five principles: the coherence principle, which eliminates extraneous
material; the signaling principle, which helps to highlight essential material; the redundancy principle, which presents pictures and spoken words; the spatial contiguity principle, which places printed text next to the corresponding part of the graphic; and the temporal contiguity principle, which presents corresponding graphics and words at the same time. Applying CMT principles is a cost-effective strategy to guide the development of nutrition videos that are more likely to capture the viewer’s attention and improve retention of content.

By surveying expert faculty, the current project identified key areas that increase perceived usability, including logo design and colors to capture the audience’s attention, and the importance of review questions in enabling faculty to use nutrition education videos to reinforce classroom content. Because the videos are self-paced and available at the student’s convenience, they foster self-directed learning and assist faculty in meeting recommended best practices for integrating technology in the classroom (Snydrer, 2009). Future work will include pilot testing the entire video series with students and soliciting their feedback to make further improvements. Overall, the faculty suggestions provide invaluable feedback for improving the learning experiences of students seeking to increase their nutrition knowledge by watching the video series and answering the accompanying review questions.
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